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Culverts at forest road stream crossings ma!’ create seasonal or year-round barriers to
upstream fish movements Washington State forest practice mlcs require that ne\v and
replncenrcnt culverts hc installed to ensure free and unimpeded passage for fish, and that
road maintenance and abandonment plans specificall\; address removing artificial barriers
to passage of fish by adhering to specific culvert design guidelines. A watershed-scale
culvert inventory procedure is provided herein to evaluate the status of stream crossing
structures with respect to Washington State culvert design criteria. It also provides an
accounting technique to describe the distribution of culvens throughout the fish-bearing
stream network and the significance of these culverts with respect to habitat fragmentation.
A passage validation monitoring approach is also described and includes monitoring
hypotheses to evaluate the influence of various culvert designs on fish movement under a
variety of watershed situations.

1 Introduction
Str-uctures associated with forest road crossings of streams are potential barriers to
movement of fish. Culvert installations used for stream crossings may create partial or
seasonal barriers to fish movement while others may preclude movement of fishes yearround. Culverts may also delay or deny access to seasonally critical habitats, fragment
populations, and suppress the recovery of populations following disturbance. While
bridges and fords may constrict the stream channel and inhibit fish migration during high
tlows, culverts create the vast majority of passage barriers associated with forest roads
and are, therefore, the focus of this monitoring plan
The Washington Administrative Code 220-l IO-770 (Water Crossing Structures) provides
specific guidelines for water crossing structures to ensure free and unimpeded passage for
adult and juvenile fishes in order to preserve access to spawning and rearing habitat. It
includes fish passage design criteria consisting of maximum water velocity, maximum
hydraulic drop, and minimum flow depths, for all crossing structures. These criteria are
used as the technical definition of a fish passage barrier in the forest practice regulatory
ar-ena and they form the basis for fish passage design. Some type of barrier is assumed to
be present when these criteria are not achieved.
It is recognized that fish passage through artificial structures cannot practically be
provided at all flows. In many situations, assumptions are made to define the period of
ycat- during which fish passage is required, based upon the species that are expected to
inhabit the stream (i.e. spawning runs of adult coho in the late fall or upstream
redistribution ofjuvenile salmon from overwintering mainstem habitat). A high flow
design discharge is selected to be the upper limit ofthe range through which upstream fish
passage criteria are satisfied. WAC 220-l lo-770 I-equires that the hish flow design
discharge be the flow that is not exceeded more than 10 percent of the time during the
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months of migration. If at high flow design discharge, the culvert velocities are less than
or equal to the allowable velocity 90 percent of the time, the WAC criteria is met. If not,
the culvert is considered a barrier.
The WDFW is moving away from designing culverts on the basis of velocity. The stream
simulation and the default options of culvert design described in the 1VDFW culvert design
manual (WDFW 1998b) assume that by creating natural bed features inside the culvert,
fish passage is assured. This method uses channel width as the main design parameter and
is the preferred design option in new culvert placement or retrofit of existing culverts.
1.1 Recognition of the Problem
Inventories of culverts in forested watersheds in Washington conducted by state and
federal agencies, the tribes, and private organizations have determined that a majority of
culverts situated along forest road networks are technically considered barriers. Almost all
culverts on streams with a moderate to steep gradient will technically fail WAC passage
criteria (WDFW 1998a). Any culvert with a slope of 1 percent or higher, and water depth
of 1-2 feet or more during “high flow” will have an average water velocity greater than 4
feet per second and exceed the WAC criteria (although fish can still sometimes swim
upstream). This includes many culverts that present only a temporav, or “flowdependent”, barrier to fish passage or are barriers to juvenile and resident fish only. These
temporary and partial barriers are omnipresent because of the preponderance of culverts
that exceed WDFW maximum velocity criteria at the high flow design discharge.
However, it is recognized that some studies indicate that under certain conditions, fish are
capable of swimming through higher velocities and jumping greater heights than those
indicated by culvert design guidelines (summarized by Kahler and Quinn 1998).
Restoration of fish passage through culverts is becoming a key component of road
maintenance plans required of forest landowners. The Forests and Fish Report (USFWS
et al. 1999) is the basis for changes in the states forest practice rules to address salmonid
Endangered Species Act issues. The report states that one policy objective for the
management of forest roads wili be “. to maintain or provide passage for fish in all life
stages.. .‘I. To achieve these policy objectives, ‘I..the rules and Forest Practice Board
Manual will be amended to provide for.. ~removing artificial barl-iers to passage of fish at
all life stages.” Landowners will be required to develop and implement road maintenance
and abandonment plans for all state and private forest roads. Repair or maintenance work
to improve fish passage is listed as a priority action for implementation ofthe plans.
1.2 Need for Monitoring
Considering the high costs of culvert retrofits and the prepondel~ance of culverts that are
technically defined as barriers based on WAC criteria, forest managers and landowners
recognize the need to know the effectiveness of various culvert designs in maintaining and
restoring fish movement. Although the culvert installation requirements have been in
place for several years and fish passage improvement projects have recently been
emphasized, there has been little systematic effort to monitor the effectiveness of these
efforts in maintaining or restoring fish passage. Moreover, the cl-iteria on which barrier
determinations are made have not been investigated for their wide application. For
2
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instance, there has not been a systematic analysis to test the assumption that stream
crossing structures installed according to the design criteria in the WAC allow unimpeded
passage for all species/life history stages in all situations. Likewise, no investigations have
attempted to test the assumption that stream structures not installed according to the
design criteria in the WAC do not provide passage for species/life history stages that are
actually attempting to move upstream
The adaptive management section of the Forests and Fish Report identifies monitoring to
determine the effectiveness of culverts in passing fish as a high priority adaptive
management project. Understanding the relative impact that any particular culvert has on
fish movement, habitat connectivity, and population fragmentation is crucial to effectively
incorporate monitoring findings towards adaptive management.
1.3 Goals and Objectives of the Monitoring Program
The TFW Monitoring Advisory Group has requested the development of monitoring
procedures to evaluate the effectiveness of culverts associated with forest practices in
providing for the upstream passage of salmonids. We have designed a monitoring plan
that combines an inventory of culverts and associated habitats with a supporting
component of passage validation study that attempts to describe the relationships among
fish movement, site situations, and culvert features.
The goals of this monitoring plan are two-fold
l

l

To determine the effect of multiple crossing structures on the habitat availability and
fragmentation of salmonid populations.
To determine the effectiveness of various culvert designs in providing passage for
salmonids attempting to move upstream in actual field situations.

Specific objectives of the monitor-ing plan include:
l

l

l

l

Conduct an inventory of road crossing structures to determine their compliance with
WAC passage criteria;
Conduct a habitat assessment to evaluate the influence of road crossings identified as
bar-riers on habitat availability and connectivity;
Investigate how stream crossing structures affect the volitional upstream movement of
fish; and
Evaluate the correspondence between structural and hydraulic features of culverts,
barrier status, and fish movement.

The components of the monitoring plan are presented in two sections. The water-shedscale culvert inventory procedure is designed to evaluate the status of stream cl-ossing
structures with respect to WAC hydraulic design criteria. It also provides an accounting
technique to describe the distribution of culverts throughout the fish-bearing stream
network and the significance of these culverts with respect to habitat fragmentation.
The second part, passage validation monitoring, has been designed to identify and account
for the variability in volitional lish movement under a range of watershed settings and
culvert designs. We realize this work is expensive and technically challenging, requires
multi-year commitment, and is not feasible to apply to a broad-scale monitoring program
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that includes inventory of all culverts in a watershed. Consequently, this more intensive
fish passage study would likely be applied to a limited group of study sites.
2
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2 . 1 hlonitoring Questions
The inventory phase is structured around collection of information to determine barrier
status according to hydraulic criteria of WAC 220-l 1 O-770 (which is included as
Appendix A) and to describe the extent of accessible habitat associated with each stream
crossing structure. The inventory phase of culvert monitoring is designed to address the
following questions:
a ) Is a particular structure considered a barrier to upstream passage of fish based on
WAC criteria?
b) How do stream crossing structures affect habitat availability for the variety of
salmonid life history forms that utilize a watershed?
c) How does the barrier status of stream crossing structures and associated habitat
fragmentation change over time?
2.2 Inventory Procedures
The WDFW Fish Passage Bnrrirr Asse.wne~~t nird Prior-itklior? Mammal (WDFW
1998a) describes methods for collecting detailed physical measurements of the culvert and
stream channel to allow for barrier analysis, and these methods are incorporated into this
monitoring program. However, the habitat assessment procedures proposed herein
deviate markedly from the WDFW methods for habitat evaluation.
The habitat assessment will be combined with the barrier assessment to evaluate the
cumulative effect of blockages in a watershed and document changes in habitat availability
and fragmentation over time as the status of blockages change. The habitat assessment
will also provide information that can be used to test for associations among fish
movement, fish passage, and habitat characteristics as part of the passage validation phase.
2.2.1

Preliminary Information Gathering and Mapping

The inventory procedure begins with preparation of a map that identifies the entire channel
network and road system. Ideally, these map pl-oducts will include stream name, WFSA
and stream numbers, road names / numbers, and water type rnaps~ A unique identifier
code should be assigned to each stream cl-ossin,11 structure at this phase. Fish-bearing
waters should be indicated, and include information regarding species distribution.
Two sources of information include current DNR water type maps for the region and the
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Washington Rivers Information System
(WARIS). Neither of these sources are consistently accurate; that is they typically
underestimate the range of fish-bearing waters in a basin, and these errors are most
commonly associated with small, higher gradient headwater and valley wall tributaries.
-
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According to the WDFW, satisfaction of one or more of the following criteria qualifies a
water as fish-bearing. If none of the criteria are met, the water- is considered non-fishbearing.
Water course having ordinary high water widths in excess of2 feet in Western
Washington and 3 feet in Eastern Washington, provided the stream gradient is less
than 20 percent.
Water courses listed as Type 1,2,3, or 4 on the DNR Water Type Maps
Water courses listed as fish-bearing in “A Catalog of Washington Streams and Salmon
Utilization
Water courses listed as fish-bearing on StreamNet (http://www.streamnet.org)
Stream reaches (less than 20 percent gradient) that are found to be flowing during the
summer months regardless of their size
Roadside ditches/streams that are accessible to fish and have flow characteristics that
provide useable fish habitat
Water courses with documented salmonid use determined by visual observation,
electrofishing, or verification by local biologists
The barrier assessment will be conducted only on culverts that are situated on fish-bearing
waters as determined above.
2.2.2 B;lrrier Assessment
A limited amount of detailed physical measurements will be taken for each culvert in the
inventory phase to allow for barrier analysis. Culverts that substantially violate WAC
criteria can be r-eadily identified in the inventory phase with a small sub-set of information
required to conduct a comprehensive hydraulic analysis as described in the WDFW barrier
assessment manual.
2,2.2. I Phvsical Measurements of Culverts Associated with Fish-bearingPhysical measurements will be made for each stream crossing structure associated with a
fish-bearing stream following general methods described by the WDFW (1998a). Table 1
denotes information that shall be collected as part of the inventory phase. This
information is generally consistent with the information required for the Level A barrier
analysis described by the WDFW. The information in Table I can be analyzed in the field
to identify the majority of culverts associated with forest roads that are barriers according
to WAC, without collecting additional data for a more detailed hydraulic barrier analysis.
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2.2.2.2 Barrier Analvsis
Although there has not been a comprehensive evaluation of whether the criteria in the
WAC or the assumptions used to assign “design flows” are broadly applicable, the WDFW
Barrier Assessment method provides a consistent technique for comparing hydraulic
conditions of culverts and is widely used in permitting and culvert design. The criteria in
WAC 220-I IO-070 provide a technical definition of a fish passage barrier as well as the
basis for fish passage design. Some level of barrier is assumed to be present when the
cr-iteria are not achieved. Although detailed field measurements and data analysis is
needed to determine the barrier status on some crossing structures, culverts that
substantially violate WDFW criteria (WAC 220-l 10-70) can be readily identified. After
collecting descriptive information and physical measurements outlined in Table 1, each
stream crossing structure will be classified into one of three provisional barrier
classifications by the following steps:
a) Is there natural streambed material throughout the culvert?
i ) If yes; is the culvert width (span) at least 75% of the average bankfull channel
width at the second rif’de downstream of the culvert?
l
l

If yes, the culvert shall be classified as HOZ n bnrrie/
If no, the culvert shall be classified as aflowdependent barrier, and a
hydraulic analysis would be needed to determine if WAC criteria are exceeded

ii) If no; is there an outfall drop greater than 0.8 feet?
l
l

If yes, the culvert shall be classified as cor@efe hnrrie/
If no, is the culvert slope greater than or equal to 1%
3 If yes, the culvert shall be classified as a conrylefe brrriu
p If no, the culvert shall be classified as aflorv-+er?de,,t bnrrier, and a
hydraulic analysis would be needed to determine if WAC criteria are
exceeded.

Additional information will be gathered on
that are selected for the passage validation
of the barrier analysis conducted during the
crossing structure database as described in

culverts identified as flow-dependent barriers
study described in Section 3. The end product
inventory phase will be a map and associated
section 2.2.4.

2.2.3 Habitat Assessment
The habitat assessment procedures conducted as part of the inventory phase have been
designed to evaluate the significance of any one particular culvert in restricting access to
seasonally important habitats or in fragmenting populations~ The habitat assessment will
be combined with the barrier assessment to addt-ess the cumulative effect of blockages to
species-specific life stages in a watershed, as well as to document changes in habitat
availability and fragmentation over time as the status of blockages change.
The habitat assessment shall consist primarily of three stages: mapping and channel
segmentation; field collection of channel and habitat data; and identification of artificial or
natural passage barriers upstream or downstream of the culvert
Terrapin Environmental
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a11 PvlaDDinS and channel seqmentat&
Working from topographic maps and aerial photographs, the channel network will be
partitioned into channel segments. A segment will be defined as a portion of stream with
similar gradient, confinement, and morphologic conditions such that all portions of the
segment are similar to one another. A segment will be delineated based on seven classes
of channel gradient and three classes of valley bottom confinement as indicated in Table 2.
Partitioning will be initially done using topographic maps and aerial photos, then verified
in the field on segments that are associated with culvert crossings. Each stream segment
will be labeled with a unique identification number. Segments will extend a minimum of
1000 feet. If a culvert is situated within a segment and not at a segment break, the
segment will be partitioned accordingly and assigned a unique segment subdivision
identification code.
2.2.3.2 Channel and habitat survm
Additional data will be collected to support initial channel segment partitioning, as well as
to provide information on general habitat characteristics. Field efforts expended as part
of the inventory phase will be limited to 500 feet upstream and downstream of each
culvert (although the entire channel network will be partitioned into segments). If a
barrier to upstream migration is encountered within 500 feet of the culvert, then field
investigation is terminated at this point. Field efforts during the inventory phase will
include verification of gradient and confinement calls, estimates of average bank&II
channel width, categorical measures of channel morphology and habitat characteristics,
and identification of other natural or man-made impediments to upstream fish passage
(Table 2).
2.2.4 Data Management and Analysis
The inventory methods described above will result in information pertaining to fish
distribution, stream habitat, and stream crossing features. These information bases are
combined to determine the effect of multiple crossing structures on the availability and
fragmentation of salmonid habitat in a watershed as described below.
2241 Inventorv Mao andDsbase Structure
Data collected in the procedures described above shall be input into a relational database
file linked to either a GIS coverage or 7.5 minute topographic maps if GIS is not available.
Each row of the database is a data record that contains data items specific to a particular
stream segment (in the stream database) or to a stream crossing structure (in the crossing
structure database), Each column, or data field, contains a single data item with a data
record.
Each segment of the entire stream network will be assigned a unique segment
identification number. All fish, channel, and habitat data gathered in the preceding steps
will be compiled with the segment number with which it is associated. Similarly, each
road crossing structure data record will be assigned a unique identifier under which all
associated culvert feature data will be compiled with the structui-e identifier.
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Table 2. Channel and habitat attribute descriptions investigated during the TFW
stream crossing structure monitoring program.

Date and time

Date and time surveyed

Writer Type

Determine limit of fish distribution per UK DNR mmgency mlr protocol

Stream Order

What is stream order based on tic DNR Hydrolop!, layer

Channel Slope

Mensmcd in ‘56

Cham1el Slope Class

As dctmnincd from topographic maps and d&led as <I, l-2, 2-4,4-g, g-12, 12.20,
20+
Rated as tigbl, moderate, “ I unconfined as desctibcd by watershed anoiysis stundad
nleth”ds (WI’IJB 19%)

Bankfull Channel Width

Elevation

Tables 1 and 2 provide details of the data items stored in each data record included in the
road crossing structure and stream channel relational databases. These tables provide
descriptions of each field in a data record, including field name and kind of data field.
These relational databases linked to GIS coverages provide an effective means for
maintaining, analyzing, and quwying a large amount of information. Data items in each of
the databases can be effectively linked by the GIS coverages as well by using the stream
segment number as a data field in both the stream and crossing structure databases.
2.2.4.2 Inventory Synthesis to GainWatershed-Scale Perspxtct
Information regarding salmonid species distribution among the fish-bearing stream
network, characteristics of habitat in relation to stream segments and road crossing
structures, location and barrier status of stream crossing structures, and distribution of
segment-scale habitats (as defined by channel gradient and confinement class) has been
gathered to this point. This information has been compiled in databases linked to GIS
coverage of the stream channel and road network for each studied watershed. ‘These
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t-elational databases will be used to monitor the extent of habitat fragmentation created by
the road as follows:
l
l
l

l

*
l

All fish-bearing streams will be partitioned into channel segments.
Stream segment numbers will be the unique identifier around which a database is built.
Species distribution maps will be overlaid to determine the species associated with
each segment.
GIS will provide the linkage among specific stream segments and crossing structures.
In the stream crossing structure database, each structure will be identified as to the
segment in which it occurs.
The amount and relative percentage of stream segment types situated upstream and
downstream of each culvert will be calculated and entered in the stream crossing
sttucture database

For a given watershed, the amount of habitat fragmentation caused by stream crossing
stt-uctures is determined by summing the total lineal distance of stream by gradient class,
confinement, and stream order (a surrogate for stream size) situated upstream of stream
ct-ossing barriers that would otherwise be accessible. The percent of habitat where access
has been precluded (assuming a barrier designation as defined by WAC criteria creates a
block to upstream movement) can be determined by dividing the amount ofhcbitat
upstream of barriers by the total amount of habitat in that particular drainage basin or in
the entire watershed. The impacts can be sorted by any combination of species, barrier
status, and segment types Using the GIS, the information can be visually portrayed by
producing a map displaying, for example, the distribution and barrier status of culverts and
the associated length of contiguous accessible habitat they potentially fragment.
Changes in a culvert’s barrier status and how it affects habitat availability can be examined
by the using the relational database. For example, the increase in available habitat
resulting from providing passage through certain barriers can be calculated, providing an
effective tool to compare the significance of each culvert in terms of habitat fragmentation.
The inventory products will provide a means of tracking the barrier status of stream
crossing structures and attendant degree of habitat fragmentation through times
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3 Culvert Passage Validation
Barrier determinations made by physical and hydraulic measurements as described in
Section 2 may not accurately represent the influence a culvert has on fish movement in all
situations. In order to document the actual effect of a culvert on fish movement and to
determine if the culvert is effective in providing passage in a given situation, it is necessary
to collect information on the behavior ofthe fish in response to the culvert
Many culverts that are determined as barriers based on WAC criteria are not barriers to
upstream movement during some flows. In some situations, culverts are expected to be
impassable for only brief periods based on hydraulic conditions~ The significance of such
barriers on fish movement in field situations has not been thoroughly investigated,
especially where the occurrence and timing of fish movement is poorly understood. Also,
there are gaps in knowledge about the movement patterns of various salmonid species and
life history stages (particularly of resident and juvenile salmonids) in small stream
channels, It is known that the volitional movement of ‘irsh can vary greatly among species,
lifestages, habitats, seasons, and years (Gowan et al. 1994, Kahler and Quinn 1998).
The passage validation monitorin,~7 component described below proposes an approach and
methods to investigate to what extent fish movement occurs in different types of stream
channels and how culverts actually affect fish movement in a var-iety of situations. This
component will provide information needed to test the effectiveness of fish passage
prescriptions at restoring and maintaining fish passage, a priority monitoring and research
project in Appendix L-l of the Forests and Fish Report Procedures to investigate the
influence of culverts on movement of both adult and juvenile resident and anadromous fish
are provided.
3.1 Monitoring Questions and Hypotheses
We formulate monitoring questions and hypotheses on I) volitional upstream movement
of fish, 2) culvert effects on upstream movement, and the 3) the correspondence between
hydraulic conditions and fish movement.
VolitionnlMo~~~i~7er~f
Monitoring Questions: In what stream settings does upstr-earn movement of the
various salmonid species and life history stages most often occur? Does site
situations affect overall, directional, or seasonal movement of fish?
Null Hypothesis: Overall, directional, or seasonal movement is independent of site
situation category and season.
Monitoring Questions: Does a stream crossing structure lxovide equal fish passage
to the adjacent natural stream reach? In what stream types and locations in a basin are
culverts likely to block fish movement?
Null Hypothesis: Culvert structures have no effect on ovcr~all, directional, or seasonal
fish movement regardless of the site situation and season

.Correspot~detm of Fish Moveme~Culvert
Bnrrier Stn&
Monitoring Questions: Are barrier status determinations (complete barrier, flowdependent barrier, not a barrier) and culvert compliance ratings (percent of time
passage design criteria exceeded) accurate in portraying the influence of culverts on
fish movement? Does a culvert that is considered a barrier for only a short duration
affect fish movement as much as one that is considered a barrier under all flows?
Null Hypothesis: Culvert structures have no effect on overall, direction, or seasonal
fish movement regardless of the culvert barrier status and compliance rating.
Culvert Str-~~ctrrml md Hvdrmlic Fentwes
Monitoring Questions: Is there a relationship between fish movement and physical
and hydraulic features of culverts? What features and hydraulic conditions of stream
crossing structures are most related to fish passage problems? Are some culvert
designs more effective at providing for upstream fish movement? How can crossing
structures be improved for fish passage?
Null Hypothesis: Fish movement through culverts is not related to the physical and
hydraulic design features.
Evaluation of each hypotheses will be discussed in greater detail in Section 3.3. Measures
of fish movement that will be tested in the hypothesis evaluation, such as proportional
daily movement (PDM) and fish passage efficiency (FPE) are described in section 3.2.3.
3.2 Methods
A wide variety of stream conditions that may influence fish movement in different ways
occur throughout forested watersheds of Washington. This study incorporates
comparison of fish movement measures across natural reaches with movement through
culverts. In order to effectively investigate the influence of culverts on fish movement,
this study attempts to control for several key factors that may influence fish movement
independent of the culvert. A basic principle of sampling design states that if an area to be
sampled has a large-scale environmental pattern, break the area up into relatively
homogenous subareas in order to control for extraneous factors that may affect the
response variable, in this case, fish movement.
3.2.1 Study Design
A stratified sampling design will be used to group the factors that are predicted to
influence fish movement. These groupings enable effective sample site selection to ensure
sampling a wide range of conditions of interest and provide a framework for extrapolation
of findings to similar situations. These groupings should greatly reduce the among
replicate sample (error) variation in movement and passage estimates, thus allowing
evaluation of passage effectiveness under a variety of watershed situations. This grouping
would facilitate site selection fools monitoring in order to evaluate specific problems
encountered with stream crossing structures.
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3.2.1.1 Site Situation Categories
The basic unit for grouping sites (referred to as site situations hereafter) will be based on a
combination of position in the drainage network, channel gradient class, ecoregion, and
life-history forms present in the watershed. Position in drainage network accounts for
species and potential for certain life history forms to inhabit a given site. Channel gradient
class serves to control for the variety of habitat conditions that may influence fish
movement during certain seasons and flow conditions. Climatic region classification
effectively separate the forest lands into climatic zones which influence stream temperature
regimes and run-off patterns, which in turn may influence fish movement. These groups
will be further categorized based on the presence of stream crossing structures and their
barrier status.
Working from the map and
stream crossing structure will
morphology, position in the
history forms that inhabit the

database products described under rhe inventory phase, each
be assigned to a site situation category based on channel
drainage network, dominant run-off pattern, and species/life
local drainage basin (Table 3).

%ble 3. Variables used to define site situation categories for TFW stream crossing
structure effectiveness monitoring.
Channel Gradient (‘A)
R&on
~
/ Run-ol’f
Watershed Position
Life History Forms
(5
categories)
Pattern
(5 categories)
(Icatcgories)
(5 categories)
Maixts,,,

z2

S”,ltlw”St Wasl1*ngt0n
1,“\\4ands

Anadromous f,ch us” by
ynik and clniiu snlmon
OlllY

Vullcy Floor Tributary

2-J

Oi\,mpic Mountains and
\w-slop2 Cmxd~S

An&“,,,o,,s fist, me
includes coho, c h i n o o k ,
sockcyr, and/or steclhead

Vidley Wall ~lnbutn,y

J-8

l&t slopes Cascndes

No anadromous us, b u t
potential ust: by resident
IlilVidl OT ;idtluvial
populallons

Primal Trib,,t;,ry

8-12

N<xfl, ccntrd eiist
W,Shl@X,

stream residmt
char “Ill)

I leadwater Tributaq
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3.2.1.2 Study Sites
Study sites should be selected, and effort distributed, among the array of strata defined by
the site situation categories. Study sites will include streams with and without culverts
present. Suggested attributes of study sites include:

.
.
l

.
.

No natural barriers to upstream movement of adult salmonids occurs within 300 m of
study culverts.
They should contain populations of one or more target species (salmonids) and
lifestages.
Sites where substantial numbers of fish exist will yield the most use&l information, and
reduce the potential bias associated with studying individual fish at sites with low fish
abundance,
As a group, study sites represent a broad range of actual field situations.
They are accessible during the course of the study.

Equal sample size per situation category is desirable, but we recognize that few or no
actual field situations exist for some categories. We also recognize that some site
situation categories may be of more interest to the resource managers responsible for
allocation of restoration and monitoring efforts. For instance, culverts situated on
moderate to high gradient headwater tributary channels represent the vast majority of
culvert barriers, whereas culverts situated on valley floor primaty tributaries may represent
the greatest potential influence on species of special management concern.
An important aspect of this study design is the comparison of movement of fish through a
reach “treated” with a structure with the movement of fish through a “control” reach
situated just downstream. In order to validate such an approach, study sites should also
include streams without culverts to determine if control reaches situated immediately
downstream of fish passage structures adequately describe the upstream movement of fish
in natural channels.
3.2. I .3 &mple Reaches within Study Sites
In study sites that include a stream crossing structure, one sample reach will be located
just upstream of the stream crossing structure (Reach C), while one is situated just
downstream of the crossing (Reach B). The third sample reach (Reach A) will be will be
located downstream of Reach B and separated from it by a natural stream reach equal to
the distance between Sample reach B and Sample reach C (Figure 1). In study sites with
no stream crossing structure, three sample reaches will also be established, each situated
35 m apart (roughly equivalent to the length of a culvert under a double lane forest road).
3.2.1.4 Samplin~Periods
Sampling should be scheduled for at least 3 visits during at least 3 sampling periods
(seasons) at each study site, generally durin g low, medium, and high flow periods, and
ideally such that: I) the low flow produces water depths less than the design depth WAC
criteria (e.g., structure is rated a barrier); 2) the high flow produces waler velocity greater
than design velocity WAC criteria (i.e., structure is rated a barrier-); and 3) the medium
flow produces water depth and velocity within the WAC criteria (i.e.. structure is rated
passable). Some culverts may be considered barriers at all flows, yet sampling should still
target 3 different sampling periods. Besicles achieving these flow conditions, sampling
should occur during periods when upstream migration of target fish is expected. These
dates vary among species, life history forms, flow regimes, and [region of the state and
should be determined in consultation with local agency, tribal, and industry biologists.
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-+----Sample Reach B

Figure 1. Illustration of study site design, showing the 3 reaches where fish sampling will
OCCUT.
3.2.2 Fish Sampling Techniques

Determination of fish movement across natural and culvert reaches relies on observing fish
over time and space and allowing them to move on their own accord. There are many
methods available for this and they vary considerably in both cost and effort The ability
to detect movement also varies among methods, and comparisons of study resulrs must
consider the chance of not detecting movement when it actually occurs.
Most efforts at monitoring and validating fish passage through stream crossing structures
in Washington have relied on spawning surveys of adult fish (especially anadromous
species) to ascertain the ability of fish to move upstream of potential barriers. Direct
observation of spawning adult fish is a practical method to determine movement of largebodied anadromous and adfluvial salmonids. The motivation and timing of upstream
migration by adult spawning fish is generally well understood and sampling can be
conducted during appropriate periods to assess movement of adult fish through culverts in
the field. However, spawning surveys are not suitable for evaluating the effect of stream
crossing structures on movement ofjuveniles salmonids or on most smaller-bodied
resident fish that may exhibit deliberate upstream movement during some phase of their
life history.
While resident trout and juvenile anadromous fish do sometimes move substantial
distances in small streams, the motivation for such movements is not well undel~stood
Terrapm Environmental
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Consequently movement cannot be assumed to occur everywhere or at all times and

sampling effort is not as easily allocated. Mark-recapture methods are proposed for
evaluating the movement of resident trout and juvenile anadromous tish across natural and
culvert reaches.
X.2.2.1 Anadromous and Adfluvial Adults Sampling Procedure
Evaluating movement across natural versus treatment reaches of spawning adult fish
would best be accomplished through mark and recapture using the fish traps as described
below. However, this requires capturing and handling (and thus, stressing) the fish during
a critical period. Fortunately, such fish can be assumed to have an innate propensity for
upstream movement, and this can be verified by direct observation, redd counts, or the
presence ofjuvenile fish in areas otherwise inaccessible to them. Consequently, if fish
traps are not acceptable, adult spawners or redds upstream and downstream of the culvert
can be counted to verify that upstream passage occurred (if redds are found upstream). If
spawner surveys and redd counts are conducted, sample reaches may need to be
lengthened to ensure comparable amounts of available spawning habitat are inventoried.
An alternative method for verifying adult passage through a structure is direct visual
observation of fish swimming through or spawning upstream of the structure.
If a specific culvert blocks adult anadromous fish for several days, and a stream has a
reasonable number of fish in it, this type of delay should be evidenced by fish congregating
in the nearest plunge pool or suitable holding habitat downstream of the culvert, and will
be noted during field studies. In streams wher-e turbulence or glare inhibit observations,
snorkeling (and/or remote underwater video cameras) will be used to search for adult
anadromous fish. Where fish are merely passing through culverts, but are not expected to
hold or spawn in the vicinity, field studies should target the time of migration and use
remote underwater video cameras or optical movement detectors.
3x2 Resident and Juvenile Salmonid Salmonid Sanmline Procedur
This procedure entails fish being captured and marked in the sampling reaches. Sample
reaches would then be sampled after an appropr-iate interval to see if marked fish had
moved into them. Fish capture will be conducted either by electrofishing or trapping
methods as follows.
- First place block nets at the upstream and downstream end of each 75 m
long sample reach and conduct two-pass electrofishing. Care should be taken to ensure
that all habitat is electrotished and that effort r-emains constant on each pass. All sample
reaches within a study site should be electrafished on the same day, or at the very least on
consecutive days. All fish captured will be anesthetized, species recorded, measured (total
length to nearest mm), weighed (nearest 1 g), batched marked of a color unique to that
stream reach and sample period, and released near the point of capture after processing.
We propose marking fish by usin g a subcutaneous injection of acrylic paint.
Electdishing

After the initial marking, resample each site by blocknetting the sites and conducting twopass electrofishing to determine if marked fish stayed in the reach or moved to an
upstream or downstream sample reach All sites will be sampled for recaptures one or

-_
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more times after a one-week intervals Captured fish will be examined for marks to
determine if movement of the sample population occurred. As with initial capture, all new
captures and recaptured fish will be measured for total length and weighed. During each
subsequent resample, unmarked fish will be marked, and fishes that move will be remarked with a color unique to the sample reach in which recapture occurs.
Fish movement measures collected by electrofishing will be useful to investigate the
influence of culverts on movement of resident fish and anadromous juveniles. However,
detecting movement by this method requires that if fish move from one reach to the next,
they must stay there to be detected. We realize that the likelihood of detecting upstream
movement by marked fish during a few electrofrshing visits may be low if fish are rapidly
moving to spawning or seasonal rearing areas situated well above the study site. We also
realize that there may be other fishes inhabiting areas downstream of the sample reaches
that could move into and beyond the sample reaches without being detected. Large
piscivourous fish marked within the sample reaches may forage widely at night, and have a
low likelihood of being encountered in upstream reaches at the time of electrofishing. W e
believe that the electrofrshing methods will provide movement measures for valid
comparisons, as suggested by findings using similar methods reported by Riley et al.
(1992) and Waxen and Pardew (1998). Although electrofishing methods may not be
suitable to detect all movement that occurs through the study site, it will provide a
practical measure of fish movement for valid comparisons as described in section X.2.3
below.
Fish Traps - To increase the likelihood of detecting movement and the accuracy of fish
movement measures, fish capture techniques could involve deployment and operation of
two fish traps situated upstream and downstream of culvert structures following the initial
electrofishing capture and marking at selected study sites. Fish traps would be installed
and continuously operated throughout each sampling period at the downstream end of
sample reach B and sample reach C to collect both juvenile and adult fish swimming in
either an upstream or downstream direction. Traps spanning the entire stream width
would count all fish moving through natural reaches and Culver? reaches during specific
test periods.
All fish captured will be examined for marks to determine if movement of the sample
population occurred. As with initial capture, all new captures and recaptured fish will be
measured for total length and weighed. During each subsequent resample, unmarked ftsh
will be marked, and fishes that move will be re-marked with a color unique to the sample
reach in which recapture occurs. Other unmarked fish captured in the trap situated
downstream of the culvert (reach B) will be assumed to have passed through the culvert if
collected in the downstream box trap. Likewise, fish captured in the upstream box trap
will be assumed to have passed through the control reach. The trap in reach C wilt be
operated in a similar fashion to determine the upstream movement of fish across the
structure reach
A wide range of fish traps have been used to collect salmonids in streams (ODFW 1996).
The most applicable trap type for collection of all migrating trout (juvenile and adult) in
streams would be a frame-and-picket type, with separate box traps for upstream and
downstream swimming fish.

-
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Frame-and-picket trap design features include the following:
l
l

.
l
l

l
l

Span Entire channel to bank-fill flow.
Height - Bank-full flow plus 1 -foot freeboard.
Space between Pickets - 5/X” for adult fish, 3/S” for juvenile fish
Anchor System - Steel posts driven into streambed, or roc,k anchors
Frame - Tubular aluminum tripod legs, adjustable leg length and feet. Aluminum
angle stringers span between tripods to hold pickets.
Pickets Round aluminum tubing placed through series of stringers.
Box Trap Welded aluminum box with vee-trap, removable lid, and shallow solid
pan for safe handling of fish.

Traps would need to be durable enough to handle reasonably high flows (e.g. IO%
exceedance flow) with proper hydraulic functioning for fish collection. In addition, fish
traps installed in streams must withstand reasonably high flows (e.g. 2-year flood) even
though the traps may be over-topped and/or plugged by floating debris (leaves, wood,
etc.).
Operation of fish traps requires at least daily checks, preferably twice per day. ‘Trapped
fish are susceptible to injury from repeated attempts to escape the box trap, and are
frequently harassed by predators~ Holding periods exceeding 24 hours are considered
unacceptable. Therefore, trapping would require intensive operation and maintenance
attention during the sampling period. And although continous trapping may provide
100% sampling of fish movement, traps may discourage upstream (or downstream)
movement of fish. Fish may avoid traps unless migration is necessary and critical to life
cycle (e.g. upstream spawning runs).
A comparison of the two proposed fish capture techniques is summarized in Table 4.
3.2.3 Variables to be Analyzed
Measures of fish movement, habitat conditions, stream hydrology, culvert featur-es, and
culvert hydraulics will be gathered at each site.
3.2.3.1 Fish Movement Measu!:c$
At each study site, fish movement will be assessed through the stream crossing structure
(between reaches B and C or between reaches A and C) and across the natural reach
(between reaches A and B). Following Warren and Pardew (I 99S), fish movement
between reaches will be expressed in terms of proportional daily movement (PDM). P D M
is calculated as M * R-’ * D -‘where M is the number of fish that move, R is the total
number of recaptures in both reaches, and D is the number of days since the first marking.
Directional movement will be expressed similarly with M being the number of fish that
moved upstream or downstream PDhl can be calculated using either electrofishinz or
fish trap methods.

-__
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Table 4. Comparison of two fish capture techniques proposed for monitoring the
influence of culverts on fish movement.
Electrofishing

Fish Traps
Fish traps can span entire channel width 24.hours
per day = 100% capture efficiency.

Recapture ~nelhods are mostly “snapshots” with a
higher probability of falsely not detecting n~ovement
Recapture often difficult under moderate ,o high flou
conditions.

Minimal fish injuly if trap is properly dcsigncd.
built, installed. and operated.

Recapture usually labor intensive and stressful to
fish.

Fish Mensurom~~ts
Collected fish cm be sampled for weight, length,
species, tags, etc.

Collected fish can be sampled for weight, length,
species, tags, etc.

fracricoiity
streams of small to medium

Adaptable to most streams of small to medium size,
although potentially limited in waters exceeding 4
feet in depth.

Requires intensive operation and maintenence
attention during trapping period.

Requires labor intensive effort only during sampling
days.

Adaptable to n~ost
s,ze.

cm/s
High construction cost.
__-__
Construction and installation costs for aluminum
fmne-and-picket traps depend on design and site
variables. A reasonable “planning range” for
costs would bc $600-$1,200 per foot width of the
stream cha~~r~el. This cost range is based on data
rcponed by ODFW (1996) and recent (sumner
1999) ezpericnce with construction of an adult
trout trap in Slate Creek near Metaline Falls,
Washington
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Lower upfront

costs for equipment.

Rental costs for eleclrofishing equipment and nets
avcra~e $100 day.
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Fish passage efficiency (FPE) will be calculated as the ratio between the proportional
movement of marked fish that pass upstream through a control reach to the proportional
passage of marked fish through the study structure (e.g., if 40% of fish move upstream
through the control reach, and 20% move upstream through the structure, then the FPE is
0.210.4 = 0.5). Fish passage efficiency can only be effectively measured in study sites
where fish traps are installed. This method also assumes that all fish moving across the
control reach intend on moving upstream of the treatment reach~
Because PDM and FPE are derived from proportional data, transformations (e.g. arcsine
square root) may be required to approximate equal variances and normality of
distributions.
In sites where adult anadromous fish passage is an issue, but capture and marking of them
is diffxult (e.g. small number of fish and long run time) or prohibited, a surrogate FPE will
be calculated as the number of spawning fish (or redds) observed upstream of the culvert
divided by the number observed in an equal area downstream of the culvert. This
approach assumes that habitats downstream and upstream of the culvert have similar
spawning and adult holding habitat, the propensity for fish to move upstream (default
FPE) is 1 .O (e.g., at least half of the fish that reach the culvert would attempt to pass
through it), and enough ac’ult fish or redds can be observed to obtain meaningful data.
323.2 Habitat Descriom
Data describing stream size, flow regimes, and habitat characteristics will be used to test
for relationships among fish movement and habitat characteristics within or near to the
study site.
The habitat assessment procedures described under the inventory phase (Section 2.2)
provide a core of general habitat information. The lineal extent of available upstream and
downstream habitat and distance and accessibility to any known unique habitats situated
along the channel network, including lakes, pond systems, or gt-oundwater seeps, will be
obtained from maps.
In the field, the average bankfull channel width will be measured at each site. Other
measurements of habitat complexity and instream cover, including pool frequency,
substrate composition, large woody debris loads, and distance to next prominent upstream
movement barrier, will be gathered for each study site (Table 5). Bankfull width and
other habitat measures will be made once during the initial sampling visit and will only be
repeated in the event of a major channel altering event or following conspicuous input or
depletion of large wood. Stream discharge and water temperature will be measured
during each sample visit. Stream stage will be measured continuous stage recorder
devices.
In addition to obtaining field measurements and map attributes specific to the study site, a
barrier survey will be conducted a minimum of 1000 feet upstream or downstream of each
study site. All natural and human-made barriers (including stream crossing structures) will
be mapped and distance from the study site will be measured~ The lineal extent of habitat
by gradient class within 1000 feet of either direction from the study site will be obtained
from maps,
20

Table 5. Measures of fish movement and habitat descriptors at each study site
during the passage validation phase of the TFW stream crossing structure
monitoring program.
Description

Attribute
Date

Site Information
Date ofcach K-capture p-ricd

Site situation category

Categoy 2s dctined on Table 3; combination of-l variables
Fish

Fish passage efiectiveness
(FPE)

Bnnkfull Cluuuvl Widlb
Wetted Width
Channd Slave
LWD Tally

Upstream Lake
D”\vnstreaIll

lake

Pool Frequency
Danicrs
Accessible Habitat
Elevation

Movement

The WAC fish passage design criteria used to determine if a culvert is considered a barrier
to upstream fish movement includes criteria of maximum water velocity, maximum
hydraulic drop, and minimum flow depths under specific design flows. Some type of
barrier is assumed to be present when these criteria are not achieved. The factors include :
a) lack of streambed material throughout the culvert bottom and sufficient culvert width;
and b) hydraulic drop >0.8 ft, or culvert slope >I%; or c) minimum water depth is not
achieved during the 95% exceedance flow during the months when fish migration is
considered important; or d) maximum mean column water velocity is exceeded at the 10%
exceedance flow during the months when fish migration is considered important. These
criteria require a hydrologic analysis to determine the fish passage design flow and
construction of flow duration curves to determine the percent of time that target hydraulic
conditions are met or exceeded.
There are four levels of hydrologic analysis that are acceptable for estimating the 10%
exceedance flow at a site. The availability of data will dictate which level is applied to a
specific project. They are, in order of preference:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Stream gauging;
Continuous simulation model;
Local regression model;
Regional regression model.

Another option is to use data obtained from one of the above methods to calibrate a basinto-basin correlation between recorded flows in a nearby system and spot flows measured
in the stream system where design flows are needed. Extreme care should be used when
creating this correlation as the probability of induced errors increases.
Interpretation of historic stream gauging data for a specific stream is the most preferred
type of analysis but adequate data for specific sites are rare. With a few flow data points,
however, a regional flow model can easily be verified and calibrated. Calibration data
should be within 25% of the fish passage design flow to be valid. Continuous flow
simulation models are acceptable though not normally justified solely for a fish passage
design. Single event models are generally not acceptable since the fish passage design flow
is based on a flow recurrence frequency rather than a peak flow.
Whatever model is used, future watershed conditions should be considered when choosing
the fish passage design flow. Continuous flow simulation models and calibrated regional
models most likely provide the best estimate of future conditions.
The low fish passage design flow is used to determine the minimum water depth at any
times The low flow used is the two-year, sever)-day low tlow as described in WAC 220.
I 1 O-070.
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and Hvdraulic Analvsis
Measures of culvert features and hydraulics will be made at each site (Table 6). The
purpose for the hydraulic analysis is to calculate the maximum average cross-sectional
velocity and minimum depth in the culvert at the high flow design discharge, and compare
with target hydraulic conditions from WAC 220-l 10-070. The values in the WAC table
are the minimum depth (design depth) and maximum average cross-sectional velocity
(design velocity) allowed at high flow design discharge. The hydraulic analysis follows
methods described by the WDFW barrier assessment manual (1998a). Physical
measurements of the culvert and channel required to conduct the analysis are described in
Section 2 of the WDFW manual and are provided in Appendix C.
3.2.3.4

Culvert Measures

The results of this analysis will be a determination whether 01 not the structure is
considered a barrier under WAC 220-l 10-070, the percent of the time during each month
of the migration period the structure is considered in compliance with the target hydraulic
conditions (culverf complicmce rnritlg), and the range of modeled stream discharge that
the culvert is out of compliance with hydraulic targets.
In addition to these modeled values, measurements of stream discharge will be obtained at
all study culverts during each fish sampling period. A continuous stage recorder will be
installed to track stream flow throughout the course of the study. Discharge will be
measured at each gage a minimum of five times over the range of flows experienced
during the sampling periods combined. It will be important to conduct the flow
measurements during a wide range of stages in order to obtain a valid stage/discharge
relationship for each of the study sites. This will allow accurate determination of the range
of flows that occur during the sampling period. These discharge measurements can then
be used in the culvert hydraulic analysis to calculate the range ofwater depths and
velocities that would have been encountered by fish during the sampling period.
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Table 6. Measures of culvert structural features and culvert hydraulic conditions evaluated
at each study site during the passage validation phase of the TFW stream crossing structure
monitoring program. Details on culvert and channel measurements required to conduct
hydraulic analysis for determination of compliance with WAC are provided in Appendix C.
Attribute

Description
Culvert Structural Measurer

i
Culvert design option
Shape

Mimswzr/ once or beginning of smirk
As described by WDFW road crossing design manual (WDFW 1998b).
Specify the shape of culvert using one of the following codes: md = round, b,~x =
rectangular, nrch=bott”mless
arch, sqsh= squash (pipe arch), eli=ellipse, 0th = other
Specify Uic material of which the culvert is coosiructed using one of the i”ll”gng
codes; pcc=precnst
concrete, cpc=cnst in place concrete, cst=com~gated
steel,
sst=sn~ooU~ steel, cd = corrugated aluminmn, sps = structural plate steel, spa =
st~ctural plate aluminum, pvc = plastic, tmp=timber,
mq=nx~“nq, “th-other

Spa”

The horizontal dimension of the culvert.

Rise

‘Ihe vertid dimension of the culvert.

Length

The len$h of the culvert. Includes apro”

Streambed material io
culvert

Specifies the presence of streambed material Uuoughout the entire len@h “fthe culvert.
Values xc; yes and no

Outfall drop

Distance from the wafer surface at the dowxtremn end of culvert to the water surface
of !k plulige Poole

Culvert slopi:

Slope of culvert, reported m percent detemiimd with n standard level and trip& or a
hand level in association with a staff of pre-established height; both are used U,
conjunction with n stndia rod. For reasws of nxurxy, the USC of a clioomcter is no,
recommended.

if present.

Culvert Hydraulic Measures
stage
Discharge
Height
Mininmn~ depth
cnc”untered dWi”~
sampling period
Velocity encountered
during sampling period
Bonier status

L
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3.3 Hypothesis Evaluation
Methods to evaluate each hypothesis and answer associated monitoring questions are
presented in this section. Statistical models are proposed to test each of the hypotheses
presented in section 3.1. There are wide array of multivariate techniques, including
clustering and discriminant analysis procedures, which could be applied to the data set as
an exploratory analysis. However, simple, straightforward analysis that attempts to
distinguish the relation of fish movement, stream and channel conditions, and culvert
features are proposed. Statistical analysis would of course not be limited to the
pr-ocedures listed below.
3.3.1 Volitional Fish Movement
Monitoring Questions: In what stream settings does upstream movement of the various
salmonid species most often occur? Do site situation categories affect overall, directional,
or seasonal movement of fish?
Null Hvoothesis: Overall, directional, or seasonal fish movement (as defined by PDM) is
independent of site situation category and season.
Evaluating fish passage through culverts requires volitional movement of fish, which may
vary among species and life stage, available habitats, and seasons. This component of the
monitoring is designed to determine if fish are moving in the reach and to identify and
account for the variability in fish movement under a range of watershed settings during
different seasons. The preferred method of fish recapture involves installation of fish traps
at reach B to insure that movement of fish is detected should it occur over a short time
period and fish move beyond the sampling reaches.
Varinbles fo be Annlvred
* Proportional daily movement of fish (by species or groups of species) through natural
channel “control” reach (between Sampling Site A and Sampling B Figure I)
grouped on site situation category
* Date that lies midway between fish marking and fish recapture, grouped particular
season
0 Habitat descriptors
.)‘talisticnl A4odel
A two-factor analysis of variance will be used to test site situation categories and season
as the main factors in affecting fish movement. If the two-factor analysis of variance
reveals a significant difference in proportional daily movement among the site situations or
seasons, or if significant interaction exists between site situation and species, then we can
determine which combination of factors are typically associated with higher measures of
movement. Pairwise comparisons of the relative frequency of movement means will be
made with the Student-Newman-Keuls multiple [range test or other appropriate multiple
comparison test. Overall movement, upstream movement, and downstream movement
will be analyzed separately for each species (or groups of species/life stages). Further
exploratory analysis focusing on relationships between fish movement, habitat
characteristics, and extent of naturally accessible habitat conducted through regression
analysis or other multivariate techniques.
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3.32 Culverts Influence on Fish Movement
Monitorins Questions: Does a stream crossing structure provide equal fish passage to the
adjacent natural stream reach? In what stream types and locations in a basin do culverts
influence fish movement?
Null Hvpow: Culvert structures have no effect on overall, directional, or seasonal fish
movement regardless of the site situation and season.
PDM measures (by species or groups of species) grouped on site situation
l
Season of sampling
~lniisticnl Model
To evaluate effects of culvert treatment, site situations, and season on fish movement, the
PDM across natural reaches (Sites A and B) will be compared to PDM through the culvert
(Sites B and C). A three-way analysis of variance will be used to test site situation
categories, season, and treatment (culvert vs. no culvert) as the main factors in
determining fish movement. As with the volitional fish movement testing, if the threefactor analysis of variance reveals a significant difference of PDM among levels of factors
(site situation, season, treatment), or if significant interaction exist between the factors,
multiple comparisons will be made to identify the combinations of factors in which
culverts have a demonstrable effect on fish movement. Overall movement, upstream
movement, and downstream movement will be analyzed separately for each species (or
groups of species/life stages).
l

3.3.3 Correspondence of Fish Movement and Culvert Barrier Status
Monitorinq Questions: Are barrier status determinations (complete barrier, flowdependent barrier, not a barrier) and culvert compliance ratings (percent of time passage
design criteria exceeded) accurate in portraying the influence of culverts on fish
movement? Does a culvert that is considered a barrier for only a short duration affect fish
movement as much as one that is considered a barrier under all flows?
wvpothesis: Culvert structures have no effect on overall, direction, or seasonal fish
movement regal-dless of the culvert barrier status or culvert compliance rating.
This analysis is tailored to evaluate the correspondence between fish movement and the
factors that are used to determine if a culvert is considered a bar-rier to upstream fish
movement. Methods used to determine a culverts barrier status consist of comparing
physical and hydraulic features with specific design criteria. Yet it is recognized that
culverts identified as barriers according to the WAC guidelines may be impassable to
upstream fish movement only under limited flows conditions and for only short durations.
Currently there is no measure of partial, or flow-dependent, culvert barriers on fish
movement, nor is there a means to compare the significance of a culvert that is considered
a barrier under most flows to one that is a barrier for only very limited flows.
Vcrrinbles to be Am/v,-eJ
~__
l
Fish movement measures (by species or groups of species) grouped on site situation
l
Culvert compliance rating and barrier status
Terrapin Enviromnental
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Sintisiicnl Models
We will test for the association ofbarrier status and seasons with PDM and FPE. A twoway analysis of variance will be used to test season and barrier- status as the main factors in
determining fish movement. Overall, upstream, and downstream PDM will be analyzed
separately for each species (or groups of species/life stages). This test will reveal if
significant differences in fish movement can be accounted for by the culvert barrier status
determined by the WAC criteria. In addition, the relationships among the culvert
compliance rating (“XX of time culvert is predicted to be passable by hydraulic analysis) and
fish movement measures will be investigated through regression analysis. Further
exploratory analysis aimed at accounting for differences in fish movement within similar
barrier status groups will be conducted through investigation ofculvert structural and
hydraulic features as described in the next hypothesis test.
3.3.4 Culvert Structural and Hydraulic Features
Monitoring Questions: Is there a relationship between fish movement and physical and
hydraulic features of culverts? What features and hydraulic conditions of stream crossing
structures are most related to fish passage problems? Are some culvert designs more
effective at providing for upstream fish movement? How can crossing stnxtures be
improved for fish passage?
Null HyDotm: Fish movement through structures is not related to the physical and
hydraulic design features.
While the preceding hypothesis inxstigate the linkages between fish movement,
watershed setting, and barrier status determinations, this hypothesis focuses on identifying
the relationship between culvert design features and fish movement. This analysis will
determine if some culvert design types are more effective at providing for upstream fish
movement. Evaluation of the relations among culvert features and fish movement will be
based on a subset ofthe data used in the volitional fish movement tests. If no upstream
movement is identified across the natural reach or through the culvert, then volitional
passage cannot be expected at the culvert, and data from that study site will be excluded
from further analysis.
wobles to be Ai*<!
l
proportional daily fish movement (PDM)
l
fish passage efficiency (FPE)
. culvert design type
. culvert structural measures, including hydraulic drop
. range of depth and velocity encountered during sampling period as measul-ed by
hydraulic analysis using stream discharge measurements obtained from site via stagedischarge relationships and continuous stage recorder
To evaluate effects of the various culvert designs (e.g. stream simulation option,
bottomless arch, round culvel-t) on fish movement, a one way analyisis of variance will be
used to test culvert design option as the main factor in influencing fish movement. In
Terrapin Environmental
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addition, a variety of multivariate techniques are available to explore the effects of specific
features and hydraulic condition of the culvert on upstream fish passage. For simplicity
sake, PDM and FPE will be tested for relationships to the structural and hydraulic
measures of each culvert and it’s surroundings with stepwise multiple regression or other
correlation
techniques. Other clustering techniques could be used to evaluate the
combination of features that are commonly associated with impediments or blocks to
upstream migration.
Fish movement measures will be calculated, and statistical analyses performed, separately
for at least 4 groups of fish as they are encountered: 1) juvenile salmonids; 2) adult
resident trout; 3) adult pink and chum salmon; and 4) adult chinook, coho, and sockeye
salmon and steelhead. Analyses may be Further refined to each species and lifestage of
fish, if enough fish are encountered to justify this level of resolution.

4

Practical

Considerations

We have formulated monitoring hypothesis and suggest potential statistical models to
evaluate the influence of culverts on fish movement under a variety of watershed
situations. Specific statistical models used may vary depending on the initial screening of
data. We may find that non parametric analysis may be preferred over the models
presented. In addition, further exploration for differences in proportional movement can
be conducted using a regression or other correlation analysis on a series of independent or
predictor variables. For instance, examination of the role that accessible upstream habitat
conditions has on upstream fish movement may reveal relationships that are otherwise
obscured by reliance on the statistical models proposed.
We envision this study program being established as a regional, watershed-based
monitoring program conducted by various TFW Cooperators and coordinated by TFW
CMER and the Monitoring Advisory Group. A coordinated monitoring plan will decrease
logistical and personnel constraints and enhance understanding of fish movement and
passage needs in a variety of watershed settings in different regions of the state.
Ideally, the study period should cover more than one year at each study site, and cover a
range of flows during the known migration season Effort should also be allocated to
document conditions on a seasonal basis (or, alternatively, during ot- following specific
flow conditions). Additional study during extremely high conditions would increase the
knowledge gained, but sampling with mark-Irecapture
during such events is not practical.
Evaluation of fish passage by site-situation category and structure conditions, combined
with culvert inventory procedures, will simplify the task oftargeting specific sites where
there is a high likelihood for fish to move, culverts that inhibit passage are common, and
the potential for watershed-scale biological impacts from passage inhibition is greatest~
Analogously, this information will help manager-s to realize which combinations are least
likely to cause biological impacts, and where ftnther detailed efforts may not be
warranted. Depending upon relationships discovered, this analysis may form a basis for
trefinement of road restoration and maintenance needs.

Culven Passage Effectiveness

Monitoring
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Appendix A.
WAC 220-I IO-070 Water Crossing Structures

WAC 220-110-070 Water crossing structures.
In fish bearing waters, bridges are preferred as water crossing structures by the department in
order to ensure free and unimpeded fish passage for adult and juvenile fishes and preserve
spawning and rearing habitat. Pier placement waterward of the ordinary high water line shall be
avoided, where practicable. Other structures which may be approved, in descending order of
preference, include: Temporary culverts, bottomless arch culverts, arch culverts, and round
culverts. Corrugated metal culverts are generally preferred over smooth surfaced culverts.
Culvert baffles and downstream control weirs are discouraged except to correct fish passage
problems at existing structures.
An HPA is required for construction or structural work associated with any bridge structure
waterward of or across the ordinary high water line of state waters. An HPA is also required for
bridge painting and other maintenance where there is potential for wastage of paint, sandblasting
material, sediments, or bridge parts into the water, or where the war-k, including equipment
operation, occurs waterward of the ordinary high water line. Exemptions/j-year permits will be
considered if an applicant submits a plan to adhere to practices that meet or exceed the provisions
otherwise required by the department.
Water crossing structure projects shall incorporate mitigation measures as necessary to achieve
no-net-loss of productive capacity of fish and shellfish habitat. The following technical
provisions shall apply to water crossing structures:
(1) Bridge construction.
(a) Excavation for and placement of the foundation and superstructure shall be outside the
ordinary high water line unless the construction site is separated from waters of the state by
use of an approved dike, cofferdam, or similar structure.
(b) The bridge structure or stringers shah be placed in a manner to minimize damage to the
bed.
(c) Alteration or disturbance of bank or bank vegetation shall be limited to that necessary to
construct the project. All disturbed areas shall be protected from erosion, within seven
calendar days of completion of the project, using vegetation or other means. The banks shall
be revegetated within one year with native or other approved woody species. Vegetative
cuttings shall be planted at a maximum interval of three feet (on center), and maintained as
necessary for three years to ensure eighty percent survival. Where proposed, planting
densities and maintenance requirements for rooted stock will be determined on a site-specific
basis. The requirement to plant woody vegetation may be waived for areas where the
potential for natural revegetation is adequate, or where other engineering or safety factors
preclude them.
(d) Removal of existing or temporary structures shall be accomplished so that the structure
and associated material does not enter the watercourse.
(e) The bridge shall be constructed, according to the approved design, to pass the loo-year
peak flow with consideration of debris likely to be encountered. Exception shah be granted if

preprojecr conditions upon removal of the temporary culven.
,h) The culvert and fill shall be removed, and the disturbed bed and bank areas shali bz
reshaped to preproject configuration. All disturbed areas shall be protected from erosion.
within seven days of completion of the project, using vegetation or other means. The banks
shall be revegetated within one year with native or other approved woody species.
L’egetative curtings shall be planted at a maximum interval of three feet (on center), and
maintained as necessary for three years to ensure eighty percent survival. Vvlrer-e proposed.
planting densities and maintenance requirements for rooted stock will be detemmzd on :I
site-specific basis. The requirement to plant woody vegetation may be waived for areas
where the potential for natural revegetation is adequate, or where other engineerin< or saf’~r!,
factors need to be considered
(i) The temporary culvert shall be removed and the approaches shall be blocked to vehicular
traffic prior to the expiration of the HPA.
(j) Temporary culverts may not be left in place for more than two years from the date of
issuance of the HPA.
(3) Permanent culvert installation
(a) in fish bearing warers or waters upstream of a fish passage barrier (which can reasonabl!
be expected to be corrected, and if corrected, fish presence would be reestablished), culverts
shall be designed and installed so as not to impede fish passage. Culverts shall on!y be
approved for installation in spawning areas where full replacement of impacted habitat is
provided by the applicant,
(b) To facilitate fish passage, culverts shall be designed to the following standards:
(i) Culverts may be approved for placement in small streams if placed on a flat gradient
with the bottom of the culvert placed below the level of the streambed a minimum of
twenty percent of the culvert diameter for round culverts, or twenty percent of the vertical
rise for elliptical culverts (this depth consideration does not apply within bouomless
culverts). Footings of bottomless culverts shall be buried sufficiently deep so they wi!l
not become exposed by scour within the culvert. The twenty percent placement belo\\
the streambed shall be measured at the culvert outlet. The culvert width at the bed, or
footing width, shall be equal to or greater than the average width of the bed of the stream
(ii) Where culvert placement is not feasible as described in (b)(i) of this subsection, the
culvert design shall include the elements in (b)(ii)(A) through (E) of this subsection:
(A) Water depth at any location within culverts as installed and without a natural bed
shall not be less than that identified in Table 1. The low flow design, to be used to
determine the minimum depth of flow in the culvert, is the two-year seven-day lo\\flow discharge for the subject basin or ninety-five percent exceedance flo\v for
migration months of the fish species of concern. Where flow information is
unavailable for the drainage in which the project will be conducted, calibrated flo\vs
from comparable gauged drainages may be used, or the depth may be determined
using the installed no-flow condition.
(B) The high flow design discharge, used to determine maximum velocity in me
culvert (see Table l), is the flow that is not exceeded more than ten percent of the
time during the months of adult fish migration. The two-year peak flood co\\; ma;; bc

and any required channel modification associated with it. Plffected bed and bank areas
outside the culvert and associated fill shall be restored to preproject configuration following
installation of the culvert, and the banks shall be revegetated within one year with native or
other approved woody species. Vegetative cuttings shall be planted at a maximum interval of
three feet (on center), and maintained as necessary for three years to ensure eighry percent
survival. Where proposed, planting densities and maintenance requirements for rooted stock
will be determined on a site-specific basis. The requirement to plant woody vegetation may
be waived for areas where the potential for natural revegetation is adequate, or where other
engineering or safety factors preclude them.
(e) Fill associated with the culvert installation shall be protected from erosion to the loo-year
peak flow.
(f) Culverts shall be designed and installed to avoid inlet scouring and shall be designed in a
manner to prevent erosion of streambanks downstream of the project.
(g) Where fish passage criteria are required, the culvert facility shall be maintained by the
owner(s), such that fish passage design criteria in Table 1 are not exceeded. If the structure
becomes a hindrance to fish passage, the owner shall be responsible for obtaining a HPA and
providing prompt repair.
(h) The culvert shall be in;ta!led in the dry or in isolation from the stream flow by the
installation of a bypass flume or culvert, or by pumping the stream flow around the work
area. Exception may be granted if siltation or turbidity is reduced by installing the culvert in
the flowing stream. The bypass reach shall be limited to the minimum distance necessary to
complete the project. Fish stranded in the bypass reach shall be safely removed to the
flowing stream.
(i) Wastewater, from project activities and dewatering, shall be routed to an area outside the
ordinary high water line to allow removal of fine sediment and other contaminants prior to
being discharged to state waters.
[Statutory Authority: RCW 75.08.080. 94-23-058 (Order 94.160), 5 220-I 10-070, filed
I l/14/94, effective 12/15/94. Statutory Authority: RCW 75.20.100 and 75.08.080. X3-09-019
(Order 83-25), 5 220-110-070, filed 4/13/83.]
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The Puget Sound Region (Region 2) includes sections of Clallam, Jefferson, Mason, Thursron,
Pierce, and all ofKing, Snohomish, Whatcom, and Skagit counties. Region two consists of streams
that drain into the Puget Sound. In order to find the best correlation, the Region 2 data was dividsd
into highland and lowland streams. The division was defmed at gage elevations of 1000 feet. In
addition, Region 2 had a high percentage of urbanized streams (defined arbitrarily as greater than
20 percent impervious surfaces). Separate regression equations were run for this data.
The Lower Columbia Region (Region 3) is based on rivers that flow west of the Cascade Mountain
Range and dram into the Columbia River. This region includes Wahkiakum, Cowiitz, Clark, and
sections of Skamania, Pacific, and Lewis Counties. Again the best correlation was found when the
region was divided into highland and lowland subregions. Again, the classification was based on
the gage elevation.
Region four (Eastern Washington) is defined as the rivers in counties east of the Cascade Mountain
Range. As defined by the USGS and U.S. WaterResources Council, Eastern Washington is divided
into six regions. Too few fluvial systems fit the required criteria however to analyze any one region
as a whole. Therefore, it was necessary to condense all of Eastern Washington into one region. No
correlation was found amongst the small, unrepresentative data pool gathered within this large,
diverse region.

Methodology
To create a usable model for estimating fish passage design flows, a data selection process was
necessary. Parameters selected required the drainage areas to be less than 50 square miles with at
least five years of data compiled by the USGS for January and May. All selected data were reported
by USGS as either fair, good or excellent. Sites where the measured data was reported poor or had
large periods of estimation during the months of interest were excluded from the analysis. Certain
sites were also rejected because of major upstream diversions, lakes or reservoirs acting as stream
controls. Data was compiled from USGS Hydrodata (Daily Values) and USGS Open File Reports
84-144-A, 84-144-B, 84-145-A, and 84-145-B. Basin drainage areas were gathered from the USGS
Hydrodata. Mean annual precipitation and precipitation intensity were gathered from the USGS
Open File Reports.. When figures were not avaiiable in the Open File Reports, values were
determined by locating the latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates of the gage stations on Plates 1
and 2. The 10 percent exceedence flow values were calculated using the Hydrodata software via the
Weibul formula;
P := M/(N+l)
where N is the number of values and M is the ascendant number in the pool of values

Reeression Analvsis
A least squares multiple regression analysis was run on a logarithmic transformation of the data.

5. Apply the percent standard error as appropriate In most cases the standard error is added to the
result because the high end of the passage flow is desired, but in some cases if depth is a concern
it may be subtracted.
Example 1:
Lake Creek Tributary (Lake Cavanaugh Road)
From Table 1: Region 2, Elev <lo00 ft, January
A=l.S2sqmi
Latitude: 48‘22’ Longitude: 122”ll’
From Plate 2: P = 80 in&
Qfp = 0. 125(A)-9-‘(P)‘-‘5
Qfp = 0.125(1.82~93(80)‘.‘5
Q+ = 34 cfs, Standard Error is 48.6%
Qfp = 18 to SO cfs . . . . ...__.........................................................................
Example 2:

~. . . . . . . . . . . . Answer

S. Branch Big Creek (SR 101)
From Table 1: Region 1, May
A = 0.87 sq mi
Latitude: 4799’ Longitude: 123”53’
From Plate 1: 12,,2= 4.5 in/24 hours
Qfp = 2.25(A).85(I,,,,)0.95
Qa = 2.25(0.87)*5(4.5)o~95
Qf, = 8.3 cfs, Standard Error is 30.6%

Qfp = G to 11 cfs ..__,_...__......_...............................................................................,

Answer

Table 2. - Maximum and minimum values of basin characteristics and R squared values used
in the regression analysis, by region and land type.

Drainage
Area
(sq 4

REGION 1
Maximum
Minimum

48
2.72

Mean
Annual
Precipitation
(inches)

_-

2-year
24-hour
Precipitation
(inches)

R’
(January/ May)

7.5
2.5

(0.9UO.84)

__

160
28

__
__

(0.81/0.77)

REGION 2
Lowland Streams < 1000 ft Elevation
Maximum
Minimum

48.6
1

Highland Streams > 1000 ft Elevation
Maximum
Minimum

45.8
.19

170
60

(0.6810.76)

Urban Streams > 20% Effective Impervious Area
Maximum
Minimum

24.6
3.61

47
35

(0.74/0.76)

REGION 3
Lowland Streams < 1000 ft Elevation
Maximum
Minimum

40.8
3.29

130
56

__
__

(0.8410.86)

132
70

__
--

(0.7310.81)

Highland Streams > 1000 ft Elevation
Maximum
Minimum

37.4
5.87

121
I

122

123

124
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i

_
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Appendix C
Culvert Evaluation Techniques Excerpted from
Pages 1-19 of the WDFW
Fish Passage Barrier Assessment and Prioritization Manual

1. Introduction
The purpose of this manual is to provide guidance on how to identify and prioritize culverts that
impede fish passage, The process is described in the text but the actual data that must be
collected and the format for storage are contained in tables. This manual is divided into five
sections. The first section is the introduction which gives a brief overview ofthe entire process.
The second section covers the culvert evaluation methodology. The location of the culvert must
be determined by obtaining its global positioning system (GPS) coordinates. A determination
must be made as to whether the stream is fish bearing or not; if the stream is non-fish bearing,
then limited information is collected on the culvert. On fish bearing streams, detailed physical
measurements of the culvert and stream are taken to describe the site and allow for the barrier
analysis. If the culvert is determined to be a barrier or a non-barrier (Level A analysis), no
further culvert data collection is required. If the barrier status is still unknown, then a Level B
analysis must be completed. The Level B analysis involves collecting more detailed information
required to run a hydraulic model to determine the barrier status of the culvert.
The third section describes assessing the potential habitat gain that would be achieved if the
barrier was corrected. A downstream check is first conducted to determine if the barrier culvert
is physically accessible to anadromous salmonids or if a significant quantity of resident
salmonid habitat exists immediately downstream. For resident salmonids, a significant habitat
reach must be at least 200 meters in length, have a gradient < 20%, and be free of other natural
point barriers. If there is no anadromous salmonid access or significant resident salmonid habitat
below the culvert, no further evaluation would be conducted. In anadromous waters the habitat
gain will always be upstream of the barrier culvert, but in resident waters the habitat gain is the
smaller piece of habitat whether it is upstream or downstream of the barrier culvert. F o r
instance, if there are 600 meters of habitat downstream of a barrier culvert and there are 2,200
meters.of habitat upstream, the downstream habitat would be quantified and used to prioritize the
project for repair.
Two methodologies are described to estimate the potential habitat gain that would be realized if
the culvert were repaired. The first is to complete a full physical survey and the second involves
sampling a smaller section of the stream and using those data along with additional information
to estimate the potential habitat gain. In the full survey, approximately a 20 % sampling rate is
achieved by sampling 30 meters out of every 160 meters of stream or 60 meters out of every 320
meters of stream, depending upon the stream length. When complete physical habitat surveys
are not practical an expanded threshold determination (ETD) is conducted to estimate the amount
habitat upstream or downstream of a barrier. In this methodology, measurements are taken in the
first 200 meters and expanded to estimate the total habitat gain.
The fourth section describes the Priority Index (PI) model. The PI takes into account the habitat
gain, the mobility and health status of the fish stocks that would benefit from increased access to
the habitat, and the projected cost of the project. The PI is a valuable tool to be used with other
relevant factors to select projects for correction,

1

Urilization” (Williams, et al. 1975 and Phinney and Bucknell 1975).
-Water courses listed as fish bearing on StreamNet (http://www.stieamnet.
erg/i.
*Stream reaches (less than 20 percent gradient) that are found to be flowing during the
summer months regardless of their size.
*Roadside ditches/streams that are accessible to fish and have flow characteristics that
provide useable fish habitat (e.g., winter rearing habitat).
-Water courses with documented salmonid use determined by visual observation,
electrotishing, or verification by local biologists.
able 1.
~rientario”

‘ish barrier assessment/inventory options.
Barrierhxssmenf
Only,

Habitat

Survey

Technique

LinearThreshold

Barrier

Assessment

Areal Thrcrhold

and

(expanded)

Prioritization

Full

Stan o f ReachiWatenhed
suwcy: Confluence or a
Specific Namral Barrier
(probably tile frsr below the
larger crossing in a
jurisdictional inventory)’
End ofReacb%‘atershed
Survey: The First Narural
Barrier above tie ranger
crossing in ajurisdictional
invenmy o r the Las, “psmm
Natural Barrier

2.2 Physical Measurements
Due to safety considerations, do not enter the culvert to collect this information. When
measuring the water depth inside the culvert, stand at the downstream end of the culvert and
measure the depth an arms length inside ofthe culvert. Always use extreme caution when
working in and around the stream due to the instability of stream banks and the slippery nature
offhe stream bed. It is recommended that eye protection be worn byfieldpersonnel due to the
risk of eye injuryj?om streamside vegetation.
If barrier assessment is a goal of the inventory then the information in Table 3a must be
collected for a Level A analysis and the information in Tables 3a and 3b must be collected for a
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Description

Attribute
Jame

Name of owner, include organizational subdivision (e.g. district, region) separared
hyphen.

by

Lddress

Street address of culvert owner.

iddress

Mailing address of culvert owner if different from street address.

:ity

Name of city.

,rare

Two character abbreviation for state (e.g. WA).

:ipcode

Standard Zipcode

‘hone

Include area code in phone number. Format (123)456-7890.

:ontact&Phone

Name and phone number of specific contact if other than the owner. Include area code
in phone number.

‘ish Use

Indicator of fish use in stream where culvert is located. Determines level of culven
evaluation. Values are; yes, no, unknown.

)ecision

Criteria

or zip+4.

Basis for FISH USE determination: “mapped” indicates that stream is typed as 1 - 4 on
DNR water type maps, “physical” means the stream meets the minimum physical
dimensions specified in the Forest Practice Regularions, “biological” means fish have
been directly observed, and “other” means criteria other than those listed was used
(explain in comments). A “yes” FISH USE determination may be based on mapped,
physical, biological or other criteria. A “no”detennination
may be based on physical,
biological or other criteria. If unknown leave blank.

PtXkS

The species (from the following list) expected or known to utilize the stream where the
culvert is located. These species are used in the WDFW priority index model. MultipIentries are allowed, separated by 1. Use the two character code for each species. SO =
sockeye, CH = chum, PK = pink, CO = who, CK = chinook, SH = steelhead, CT =
cutthroat, RB = rainbow, DB = dolly/bull bout, EB = eastern brook trout, BT = brown
trO”t

trucfure Type

Record the type of potential fish passage barrier encountered, human-made or natural.
Use one of the following values; culvert, tishway, dam, or other. If a culvert has any
formal structure (e.g. log, plank, or rock controls, internal baffles, fish ladder) associates
with it to aid fish passage it is considered a fishway. Barriers that are not culvens, dams
or fishways are recorded as other. If the barrier is anything besides a culvert, please
retain the information above and briefly describe it in the BT Comments field.

T Comments

Description of the stmchtre. Include type (e.g. log control, dam, waterfall, etc.), any
pertinent measurements (height, length, width, etc.), and comments. If the inventory
includes fish passage assessment on culverts, then this field may be skipped (culvens
only).
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iable 3, ( C o n t . )
Description

Attribute
\Yarer Depth Inside
Culven

Depth of water inside the culvelt, measured at the downstream end away from rhe
influence of outlet conditions. Expressed in feet fo the nearest 0.1.

\\‘ater Velocity
Inside Culvert

Field &mate of water velocity rhrou$ the
or 3 chip method. Informational.

Interior Slope Break

Specify whether or not there is a slope break inside the culvert. Values are; yes, no, or
unknown. Describe in comments. Answers procedural question 5.a.

ip:~“”

Indicates presence and location of a” apron. Values are; “one, upstream,
downstream, both (both ends).

Tidegate

Indicates presence of a tidegate. Values are; yes or no.

Skew Upstream

Angle at which stream enters culvert. Expressed in degrees right or left (e.~. 3OL, XR),
straight in would be 0. Right or left reference is facing upstream.

Skew Downstream

Angle at which stream exits culvert. Expressed in degrees right or left (e.g. 3OL, ZR),
straight out would be 0. Ri$t or left reference is facing downstream

Plunge Pool Length

Distance from the outlet ofthe culven 10 the downstream control. Measured in feet to
the nearest 0. I.

Plunge Pbol Wened
Width

Width of the plunge pool at its widest point measured at the water surface. Expressed in
feet to the nearest 0.1. Informational.

P1unz.e Pool OHW
Width

Width of the plunge pool at its widest point measured at OHW. Expressed in feet to <“e
nearest 0.1. Informational.

Plunge Pool
.Maimum Depth

Maximum depth ofplunge

Plunge Pool
Dominant Substrate

Best description of the dominant substrate in the plunge pool. Select one of the
following; riprap, boulder, cobble, gravel, sand, mud, bedrock. Ififormational.

Cornmenrs

Concise description of culvert problem and explanation of any attribute where OTHER
was selected.

Aamer

Results of culven evaluation - barrier determination. Values are; yes = culvert is a
barrier, no = culvert is not a barrier, unknown = culvefl beyond Level A analysis.

Problem

Factor that determined barrier status. Applies only to barrier culverts. Entries include
outfall drop, slope, velocity, and depth. Enter outfall drop if the measured outfall drop
is > 0.8’ or enter slope if the slope is > I%(analysis Level A). The results of the
hydraulic analysis (Level B) will indicate either water depth or velocity. Enter all thai
apply, separate each enoy with a 1.

Repair Srarus

Indicates the need for barrier repair. If there is insufficient habitat gain to warrant repair
(see significant reach determination) the entry would be NG (no gain). If sufficient
habitat is present enter RR (repair required). If the baxier has been fixed enter FX
(fixed). If the fix involves conversion to a tishway enter FZVFW.

pool.

culven

in feet per second. Use flow meter

Expressed in feet to the nearest 0.1.

Informational.

Table 3b. (Cont.)
Attribute

Description

Downsneam Conrrol
Cross Section
STO..ST6
ELO..EL6

The downstream control is typically the head of the iirst riffle below the culvert
(I O-25 feet downsneam). The cross section is derived from at least 7 points across
the channel. Data is recorded as station (ST0..6) and elevation (EL0..6). Stan at th
top of the left bank (ST0 & ELO), looking downstream, and work to the right.
Measure elevations at the top of each bank, each toe, the thalweg, and other grade
breaks. Value for ST0 will always be 0, values for ST1 ..6 will be the distance in
feet measured to the nearest 0.1 from STO. Elevations are measured in feet to the
nearest 0.01. Used in the hydraulic model. Each srarion and elevation is a separate
field in the database.

DS Control Water
Surface Elevation

Elevation of the water surface at the downstream control. Measured in feet to the
nearest 0.01. Derived by adding water depth to the bed elevations a the control.
Used in conjunction with the downstream culvert elevation and WDIC to determine
hydraulic drop.

Streambed Eievarion 50
Downstream of DS
CO”trOl

Streambed elevation at the channel centerline, 50’ downstream of the downsrream
control. Measured in feet to the nearest 0.0 I. Used in conjunction with water deptt
to determined water surface elevation. Also used to plot stream profile.

Water Surface Elevation
50’ Downrneam of DS
Control

Water surface elevation at the channel centerline, 50’ downstream of the
downstream control. Measured in feet to the nearesr 0.01. Derived by adding
Downstream Bed Elevation and water depth. Used in hydraulic model. Also used
in conjunction with upstream water surface elevation to estimate stream gradienr
through the reach.

Channel Dominant
Substrate

Best description of the dominant substrate in the channel behveen the culvert and
the point 50’ downstream of the downstream control. Select one of the followin<;
riprap, boulder, cobble, gravel, sand, mud, bedrock. Needed for the hydraulic
model.

Left 4s

Left 3u
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HEADWA!mL

using Manning’s equation for normal depth If there is no outfall, and the culvert is backwatered
the velocity and depth may meet the criteria at the outlet but exceed it inside the culvert. In this
case, a backwater analysis is needed to find the point of maximum velocity/minimum depth
inside the culvert. The following steps are a process which will lead an investigator through the
needed calculations to determine if a culvert is a fish passage barrier.
Step 1: Calculate the high fish passage design flow
Before a hydraulic analysis can be done, the design flow must be determined. For gaged
streams, use the 10% exceedence flow. For ungaged streams, an acceptable regional regression
model for Washington State is the Powers-Saunders model (Appendix C). The standard
statistical errors for the regression formulae vary from about 26 to 75%. For this level of
analysis it is recommended that just the regression estimate be used.
Given: (Data from Culvert Evaluation Form and Appendix C)
Stream
Hydrologic Region
Drainage Area (A):
Annual Rainfall (P), or Intensity (I)
Calculations:

Qfp = a WbW, or
Qf, = a (AY’O)
Step 2: Check Outfall Drop
If the outfall drop is greater than zero, the culvert is not backwatered, go to step 3. If the outfall
drop is zero, the culvert is backwatered, go to step 4.
Step 3: Calculate Normal Depth and Velocity
Given: (Data from Culvert Evaluation Form)
Culvert Shape
Culvert Material
Culvert Diameter
Culvert Slope
Culvert Length
Manning’s n (Determined
Where:
Smooth
%” x 2%”
1” x 3”
2” x 6”

from the corrugation attribute):
- 0.012
- 0.024
- 0.027
- 0.032

Calculate the depth and velocity using the Manning’s equation or a commercially available
15

Calculations:
zFf; .125 (0.33)“-9z(55)‘.‘s

Equation:

Qb
Step 2: Check the outfall drop
0.7 (therefore go to STEP 3)

Outfall Drop
Step 3: Calculate Normal Depth and Velocity
Given: (Data from Culvert Evaluation Form)

RND
PCC
30 inches
1.3 percent
70 feet
0.012 (smooth concrete)

Culvert Shape:
Culvert Material:
Culvert Diameter:
Culvert Slope:
Culvert Length
Manning’s n

Calculations : (use the Manning’s equation or a commercially available computer
software such as FiowMasterTM )
6.6 fps
0.5 feet

Velocity
Depth

4 . 0 fps
0.8 feet

Design Velocity’
Design Depth’

Therefore, the calculated velocity is greater than the design velocity, and the calculated depth is
less than the design depth, so the culvert would be recorded as a barrier.
Example 2
Step 1: Calculate the high fish passage design flow
Given: (Data from Culvert Evaluation Form and Appendix C)
Steelhead Creek
2
0.45 sq mi
55 iniyr

Stream
Hydrologic Region
Drainage Area (A):
Mean Annual Precipitation Cp):

‘From WAC 220-l IO-070 Section 3@)(ii) Table 1 Adult Trout
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These calculations can be done by hand. Text books such as the Handbook oj Hydraulics
(Brater and King 1982), or Open-Channel Hydraulics (Chow 1988) have examples and
directions for making these calculations. Computer software which analysis culvert hydraulics
can give fast results with the proper input. However, a basic understanding of open channeljlow
hydraulics is needed to interpret the output.
One situation where this model will not work is in the case of a grade break in the culvert. This
is somerimes the case where a culvert has been extended and the new section is installed at a
different elevation or slope than the old culvert. This can also occur when a section of the culvert
settles or a joint fails. In these instances, a more sophisticated analysis may be required.
However, in cases where the slope of any portion of the culvert exceeds 1% or the drop inside the
culvert exceeds 0.8 feet, then it can be categorized as a barrier. If the slope does not exceed 1%
and the drop does not exceed 0.8 feet, or if these parameters can not be measured, then the barrier
status of the culvert is unknown.

